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ABSTRACT

This research was conducted to study the feasibility of using

Microwave Doppler radar as a f,Iow monitor Eor particulate solids. Inves-

tigations were performed both with single scattering particles and bulk

flows of materials in order to evaluate quantitatívely the capabilities

and limitations of the Microwave Doppler-Effect Flowmonitor (MDEF). A

commercially available X-band Doppler transceiver, operating at a fre-

quency of 1O.525 GHz, h/as used throughout the experiments.

Two basic configurations were considered. In the first configur-

ation, a scattered Ðoppler signal was obtained from a cólumn of sub-

stance passing through a section of rectangular waveguide. The second

configurationu. involved a Doppler signal from the materials flowing in a

dielectric tube located in the field of a horn antenna. Both the mono-

static and bi-static configurations were studied.

The relationship between the velocity and the Doppler frequency

was verified e>çerímentally for single scattering particles. The rela-

tionship between the bulk velocity and the Doppler frequency was derived

and verified experimentally for contínuous flow of wheat and rapeseeds.

The effects of different viewing angles and distances between the antenna

aperture and flow field were inv.estigated.

It was concluded that the Doppler'radar can be used to measure

the average bulk velocity of particulate solids flowing in pipes. V'then

the bulk density and the cross-section area of the påpe are known, the

MDEF provides contactless means of monitoring mass flow rate of partic-

ulate solids.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTTON

There are many well-known methods of measuring flow rate such às

obstruction meters, d.rag effect meters, electromagnetic flow meters and

turbine meters (considine and Rose, Lg64). A.1r these methods, although

successfully used for gas and liquid florrs, can not be adapted to the

flow metering of viscoelastic fluids, particuLate solids and slurries,

since the sensor usually obstructçs,the flow and causes blockages. Monitor-

ing the flow fields of particulate solids, whether created by conveyor

bert, pneumatic or hydraulic transport or due to free farl as from a

hopper, has been one of the more experimentally difficutt problems in

flow measurements. A number of solutions have been propòsed to overcome

these difficulties including an obscure technique of measuring capacitance

or resêètance "noise" ín the frow field (Lazenby and Davies, L973) and

culnr-inating in the microwave Doppler flowr¡eter technique.

Microwave Doppler radar has been used for many years in navigation

and traffic control. Its capabilities and limitations in these applicai

tions have been studied in great detail (Barlow, L949¡ skolnik, Lg62).
't

Its application as a,flor¡,r monitor¡ wþich has_been sulgestéd only recently,

(Ellerbruch, r97o¡ Harris, r97o¡ parker, rgTo), shows the considerabre

promise for the solution of important flow measurement problems in the

ctremical and food processing industries.

There are severar varuable features of the Doppler radar flow-

meter. The measurements are conÈactless and the meter does::neither

obstruct the flow nor dísturb the monitored process. Being remote in
principle, it is particularly applicable to trostile environments and.

inaccessible situations. The response of the system is fast and data
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processing is easy which makes the instrument vet¡z suitable for automatic

control systems

An optical equivalent of the ¡4DEF IMicrowave Dopprer-Effect

Flow !{onitorl, Èhe laser anemometer, has already been developed to a very

SliÇh degree of sophlstication; and has been descríbed and. analysed in
numerous papers and technícar reports (DrsA, rg73). The laser Doppler

meter, it is claimed (Harris, L97o), can read the speed and rength of
continuous paper, plastic, metal or textile strip - any suitable reflector
of light in fact. Although the MDEF does not possess the potentials of
its optical equivalent, particularly in measurement of local velocities

as well as in spatial resolution and uncertainty of measurements, it can

be used successfully for monitoring non-transparent substances, r¡here the

laser anemometer fails.

It was the purpose of this research- to study ttre feasibility of
the utilization of the mibrovrave Doppler radar for monitoring of the

flow rate of particulate solids. The specific objective included the

development of the relationship between the Doppler frequency and the

bulk velocity cf grains'moving in pipes. The flow rate was assumed to
be proportional to the bulk velocity of the material. The determination

of the cross-sectional area of the flow field and the material density àlre
i_e
èõparate -pr.ph,tens çqq*-¡ærerrøe:r- d.ealt with in this research. '-
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The field of flowmetering is as old as the recorded history and

has been ever expanding. A survey made a few years ago (cotËon, L966,

showed that over several decades prior to 1900, more patents were issued

for invenÈions relat.ing to flowmetering than any other comparable single

field of engineering.

Many no(tel instruments are avai lable for monitoring the flow rate

of fluids (Bean, L966). Süeam at the temperature of 6O0oC and pressure

of 136 atm may be metered with a flow nozzle, while liquid sodium can be

measured with a magnetic flowmeter. A dispracement type meter can be

used to measure the frow rate of liquid methane, hydrogen or helium.

A magnetic flowmeter, 1.8 m in d.iameter, measures the volumetric flow

rate in a sehrage system up to tt.5 m37s, whire an orifice meter in a

o.9mm,-;pipe line tarlies up to z x 106 m3 of fuel gas per day. r¡ ä".:!ab-

oratory, a reagent flowing the equivalent of a drop per minute can be

monitored with a bubb0e;r,nêêer. Turbine meters are being applied to many

fluid metering situations for gases as well as liquids. Recently, t7,_

laser anemometers have become available for measurements of local velocit-

ies in t-he turbulent flow fields.

The basic principles used for monitoring -the ftow rate of fluids

apply equally well to granular materials. Hoh/ever, difficulties of con-

veying the material through the meter drastically limit practical appliral

cation of Èhe modified forms of these meters. several devices have been

suggested. for detection and measurement of the f4ow rate of particulate

solids; but due to vartèty of materials handled and conveying systems

employed, none has achieved the wide-spread. populaiity as a versatile
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and non-contact industrial device.

E. ''Bf.'farr. continuous weighing is the most common method of
measuring the flow rate of particutate solids. The material passing a

fixed point can be weighed, or the decrease in weight of a hopper can be

measured. (Beck and Wainwright, 1969). Early methods of weighing on a

conveyor belt (Kirwan and Demler, 1955) required part of the belt Èo be

supported from a pivoted arm. The weighing mechanism restored the belt
to the equilibrium position; the restoring force being proportional to the

wb¡i,ght of the material on the belt. Modern methods of continuous weighing

employ load cells to measure Ëhe weight of material and a tachometer for
measuring the speed éf the belt (Oravan, Lg64). Continuous weighing is
basically an accurate method. of measuring solid flow rates on a conveyor

belt, but it is not suitable for pneumatic conveyors. Furtheïmore, the

instruments requíre a fair amount of maintenance which increases the cost

of operatiogr.

The pressure drop technique of filo'u¡ measurement in pneumatic con-

veyors has been known for a number of years (Carlson et, al, , I94g¡

Farbar, L952). The technique has not been widely accepted in industrial
.pèàrts because the instrument introduces an obstruction in the pipe

carrying the test material, thuso causing blockages.

Different methods,relying on the principle of vibrations pro-

duced in a probe" have been used to detect the flow fairures of gran-

ular or powdered solids (Beck and V,Iainwright, 1969). The flowing material

causes the probe to vibrate which indicates that the material is flowing.
Ìvhen the material ceases to flow, the level of vibrations falls and

fl-ow failuie can be indicated by a suitable alarm system. Vibration
methods, although suitable for very dense - phase frow systems, are un-

rl._Ll;i.1.;.
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suitable for lightlphase pneumatic conveyors. The probe has to be in-

serted into the conveyor system and this normally causes blockages.

A spiral vane flowmeter, for measuring the volumetric flow rate

of granular solids flowing through vertical ducts, has been reported by

Brown et al. (L962). The movement of granular solids ín the duct causes

the vane to rotate and the number of revolutions of the vane is a meas-

ure of the vol-umetric flow rate. The gpiral vane meter can be used only

in vertical ducts of diameters larger than .. O;::Ar,,m The meter will not

measure the flow rate of pneumatically conveyed material, beeause the rate

at which the vane turns is influenced by the air velocity. rt has

movingpartswhichrequireconsiderablemaintenanceandittend,sto

restrict the flow.

A few scattered. efforts have been mad.e in the past to employ. the

prl-nal|¡ple of change of momentum to measure flow rates of particulate

solids. Patents were granted (Bousser, L9O4¡ Merchen, L92g) for mec1r-

anisms working õ'äethi-s principle to regulate the flow of grain. An in-

clined plate d.evice working on t*i'+" p.inciple r,rras suggested ,by Dean (1955) .

In this device, the granular material is allowed to fall onto an inclined

plate attached to a rigid beam. The beam is pivoted about a point near

its centeq, and moment is measured by a force balance unit. rf the

velocity of the material is constant, the force on the plate ís proport-

ional to the mass frow rate of the material. This device can only be

used with dense flowing solids that are fatling freety under gravity,

The meter is a potentiar source of obstruction in the system and its

calibration depends upon the position where the material falls onto the

plate. The mass flor,imete¡,-reported by Nolte (1969),seRses the change in

momentum of the material with an impulse sensor after tb-e materíal has
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fallen a definite distance inside the meter. The motion of the ser¡sor

is vertícal only. Therefore, the direction of entry of the material has

no influence on the calibration of the instrument. Even thís meter,"

causes blockages in the. conveying system and can not be siaecessfully

adaptedforpneumaticconveyors.:....:..:'''..81Îi.:i-.'

Rotating impeller type meters are based on the change of the

angular momentum of the measured materíaI. The torque Ín the support-

ing -shaft, produced due to change in angurar momentum, is proportional

to the mass flow rate. A mass fLowmeter working on this principle has

been developed by the Wallace and Tiernan, Inc. (Kirwan and Ðemler, 1955).

The same principle is utilized in t3:ânother-,practical flovnneêèer reported

by Henderson (L966). rn tháe instrument, the impeller consists of g

ver:{!eâl. vanes and. the torque is measured with 4 strain -g-.atrg.g3 The

strain gauges are positíoned, in such a way that they measure only the

torque and are not influenced by the bending moment (bending moment is
produced by solids not being uniformly distributed about the central

axis of the shaft). The rotating impeller method of flow measurement ís
not suitable for pneumatic conveyorsr since the material must fall freely

under gravity onto the impeller. The meter has rotating part,s which

require considerable maintenance and the instrument tends to cause

blockages in the conveying system.

The optical methods can be used to detect or measure the vol-umetric

flow rate of powders (Beck and Ìrlainwright, Lg6g). These methods are

generally unreliable in situations where the optical surface can become

dirþY, and are applicable only to the materials having a high coefficient
of reflection.

-i.-':.::r:l:'
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The nucleonic ahs.orptg.on te.chni.que for measuring the magç f;ro¡g

rate of granular solids on cenveyor belts has been reported by- perkovski

(1963) and Rowe (19631. Th-e method is based on the fact th_at th_e amount

of ga:nma radiation absorbed- depends upon the mass of the material in the

path of the radiation. Th-e relationship between tlre absorption and mass

flow rate is claimed to be linear over a limited flow range. Variations

in the moisture content and density introduce errors. This is a non-

contact metlrod of measuring ttre loadÌng of the material. ft can be used

in pneumatic conveyors, onIy, if the velocity is measured independently.

Beck et alr, (1968) reported a method of measuring pOwÉe'Ðd.6lewiin

a pneumatic conveyor using a capacitance transducer. The velocity was

determined by measuring Ëhe transit-.,'time of the flow pattern loetween tir=

two fixed points in the conveyor. The method utilized. complex mathematicaL

calculations, necessitating an on-line conputer.

A radio active tracer technique for measuring the corh kernel

velocities in pneumatic conveyors vras used by Kelrer et al. t ftg7L). The

path of the particle treated with a radioactive substance can be traced

in the conveying line without alteration of the conveyor system. The

bulk velocity of a mateÌial can not be estimated accurately from the

velocity of a single particle, and.rof course, the contamination of many

grains can not be allowed due to health hazards.

The latest developments in the flow metering of particulate solids

utilize the phenomenon of capacitance "noÌse". This plrenomenon $¡as first

i.dentified in f ielden'S research- department and 1ater termed as ,,.Worland

effect'r. Granular materials and peuiders moving in a pìpe produce rapid

fluctuations in capacitance. Be-ck¡ (1968I of Bradford UnÌversity developed

tlre relationship between tTre capacitance noise and the mass flow in
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pneumatic conveying systems. He concluded that the mat,erial in pipes

moves in tbunches'. This causes capacitance variations proportional to

the mass flow of the material.

Th. 
tf_.¡¡1?,t_.-_1_"_n based on the principle of capacítance 'noise'¡

have been described b1r potrley (Lg72) and Lazenby et al. (1973). These

meters do not give an accurate mass flow rate in the situations where

the velocity of the conveyed material is not constant. The meters give,

in fact, the loading factor, which may give a true mass flow rate if

mulÈiplied r"'Iíyl: the actual velocíty. The technique of cross-correlation,

the same as used by Beck et al . (1968)r wâ.s suggested (l,azenby et al.

L973) for measuríng the velocity.

The microwave Doppler flowmeêëertechnique was suggested by Eller-

bruch (f970) and Parker (1970). Some of Èhe qualitative studies to apply

this technique to the flow metering of particulate solids were made by

Harris (1970). Hannir (1970) suggested. the use of the Doppler radar for

the detection of frow failures in granular or powder f1ow. The Doppler

radar system seems to be a promising device for contactless measurements

of flow rate of particulate solids.



CHAPTER 3

THEORET] CAT, CONS TDERATTONS

3 .1 Principle of O'peration of MDEF

The MDEF utirizes the principle of continuous vrave (cw) DoppJ-er

.',-,.,,t.;.radar. In the CI¡I Doppler tad.at, the transnuitter sends out continuous ..::'j::::::,::-

electromagnetic signals and the receiver also continuously listens Ëo;

return signals. The return signal carries information about the target
. .:approach velocíty due to the Dopptrre.r effect. The Doppler principle i,1:,,..;..1;.

.,;:.'::t:: i;:.:. :

implies that if either the source of oscil]ation or observer of oscil-

lation is in motion; an apparent shift in frequency results. The

d.ifference between the frequency of the transmitted and. reflected

signars is referred to as the Doppler f,requency, which is directry

proportional to the target approach velocity. The relationship between

the velocity and the Doppler frequency can be formulated. as follows

(Skolnik, L962) z

9-

2f
-: ofi=-i- vcos0dc

and hence

t't = å f$'/coso
o

(3î1)

(3"2)

where, f; is the Doppler frequency in Hzt fo is the frequency of trans-

mission ín Hz, c is the velocity of propagation of tt¡-e electromagnetic

hlaves in mrls, and 0 is the viewing angle, !'!ee', the angle between the

electricar axis of the antenna and the velocity vector, in degrees.

For example, at the viewing angle equal to zero, and the fre-

quency of transmission equal to 10.525 GHz, the velocity of one m/s is

equivalent to the Doppler frequency of 7O.O7 Hz.

The volumetric flow rate of a test material flowing through a
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given area.A- is proportional to the velocity. vühen Èhe bulk density

of the material is also known, the velocity measured by the Doppler

radar is a measure of the mass flow rate, e. Thus,

Q = ADV (3-;3)

Vühen A is in m2, D in tglm3 and v ín m/s¡ e is then in kgls.

3.2 Practical Microwave DoppleT Radar

Fig. 3.1 shows a typical block diagram of a rûoraostatic Doppter

radar. The transmitter generates a continuous wave at a frequency fo.

An antenna beams the transmitted \^raves towards the moving target. A

portion of the radiated energy is scattered by the target in the d.irec-

tion of the radar where it is cöllected by the antenna. The received.

signal is shifted in frequency in respect to the Èransmitted frequency

fo by tfu, depending upon the velocity of the target. The plus sign

applies to an approaching target, while the minus sign refers to a

receding Ëarget. In the monostatic radar, a single antenna serves the

purpose of both the transmissíon and. reception of the signals. The need

for separate antennas is eliminated by a ferrite circul-ator. The cir-

culator isolates the outgoing and incoming signals from each other, even

though they pass in and out through a common port. rn practice, it is

not possíble to eliminate completely the transmitter leakage. Hol'lever,

a moderate amount of power, entering the receiver aLong with the echo

signal, provides the local oscillator signal necessary for the detection

of the Doppler frequency shift. The received echo signal at a frequency

fo t fd, is heterodyned in the nröxer with the reference signal, at a

frequency fo, to produce a Doppler signal at a frequency fU. The sign

of fU is lost in this process. The output of the mixer is fed to an.
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amplifier to boost the signal to the level convenient for processing.

The specific nature of the signal processing and indicating units will,

of course, depend. upon the task for which the Doppler radar system is

being used. An oscilloscope and a recorder were used, throughout this

study, to display and record the signals.

3.3 Modes of oþeration

TVo basic mod.es of operation of the MÐEF are possible: the free

space transmission and backscattering; and waveguide transmission and

reflection mode. Furthermore, tvro config,urations are possible in the

free space mode: the monostatic and bistatic.

3.3.. t ¡'r99_ $pace qotiq

In the free space mode, the antenna illuminates a section of a

pipe transparent to microwaves. The pipe should be non-metallic. ert

otherwise, the signal may be obtained by providing a plastic, fiber

glassr euartz or lead free glass window in the metal pipe (Harris , rgTo).

Wgl' Ëql!fuWgWn'U A simptified diasram of the system usins rhe

monostatic configuration is shown in rig. 3-2. This configuration

utilizes a singile antenna for transmission and reception of the microwave

signals. The isolation between the two signals is provided by a ferrite

cj-rculator. In mod.ern Ðoppler transceivers, the transmitter and receiver

are integrated in one unit. since only one antenna is needed, this

configuration has an obvious advantage of lower cost when compared with

the bistatic configuration; The relation between the velocity and the

Doppler frequency in this configuration is relatively simple and. the

information about the target can be extracted relatively easily.

Another advantage of the monostatic configuration is that only one

mounting is required, as compared to two mountings required in the

L2.
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bistatic configuration. The equations for the velocity and flow rate

in the monostatic configuration are discussed in section 3.1.

Bdstatle "C,o!&ry_fgtþ"t rn the bistatic configuration, the rransmirter

and receiver are at different locations and two separate antennas are

used for transmitting and receiving of the signals. CVü radar requires

considerable isolation between the transmiËter and receiver in ord.er to

prevent the transmitted signal from leakíng into the receiver. The

isolatj-on is readily obtained in the bistatic radar because of the

inherent separation between the transmitter and receiver. The utili-

zaLion of two antennas increases the cost of the radar. Although the

use of two antennas can provide a high d.egree of isolation, loss of

effective aperture is a consequence. A single antenna of total area 2A

provides a 6 dB higher sensitivity than two separate antennas eac}r of

the area A (Skolnik, L962). !'urthermore, two separate antennas

usually result'; in a more difficult mechan*<iaåiìanounting. Nevertheless,

the application of the bistatic system in flow measurement has the

advantage of better definition of the measuring area, because the

"=Ë ,u/(cosO.+cos0r)
o

.c
Q = AD ;i . fu,/(cos0a + cosOr)

o

14.

(3.4)

measured volume is determined by the overlapping beams of the transmitting 
,,., .,..,,.,,,.,

and receiving antennas. :::.:::.ì:::::'l:r'::::
_-, ,,_.'.',,.,
-.:: :.:. ::: . ;

f f the angle between the transmitter and receiver is different .:,: :: :, i,:,-,

ofrom 180, Eg. (3.2) can be applied Èo the bistatic configuration as

follows:

l

and

where, Q is the flow rate in kg/sr 0a is the viewing angle of the trans-
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mitter in d.egrees, 0- is the viewing angle of the receiver in degrees,T

A is the area of frow in m2, arrd D is the bulk density in ys/^3. other

symbols are the same as in Eq. (3.2).

A simprified diagram of the MDEF utílízing the bistatic con-

figuration is shown in Fig. 3.3.

-s*J:å" -Weyegsi4p-¡p4e

A diagram of the Dopprer frow monitor, ut.ilizing a wavqguide

sensor, is shown ín Fig. 3.4. A section of a standard rectangular

waveguide intersects with a dielectric pipe carryíng the materiar, at a

certain angre usually less than 45o. The metel tube surrounding the

dielectric pipe, crossing the rectangular \^raveguide, forrns a circular

waveguide operating below eut-off. The interaction between the flowing

mate:iial and. the electromagnetic wave is confined to the section of the

dielectric pipe inside the rectangular waveguide. Only the monostatic

configuration of the flovnneter is possible in this mode. The microwave

transceiver is connected to one end of the waveguide section, while the

other end is Èerminated by a matched load.

The waveguide mode has several essential advantages when compared

with the free space mode. ft is much more sensitive (es. 3,¡g) r so that,
very small nonuniformities can be detected. It is free from inËerfering

effects and secondary reflections from the surrounding objects. Further

advantages include the compactness and símplicity of the sensor.

The major limitation of this arrangement comes from the fact

that for an x-band sensor, the diameËeroof díelectric pipe carrying the
materialn can not be larger Èhan O.OO8 m for most practical materials.

The rerationship between the velocity and the Doppler freguency

in the waveguid.e mode can be obtained by substituting Àg .instead of À:
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"s=k4 ru/coson (3.s)
'.

where. k = Lg/^, Àg is the waveguide wavelength in m, À is the free

space wavelength in m, vn is the velocity of the target in mrls and 0
s

is the anSfe 1f intersection of the waveguide with the pipe. Other ,.'.,,' .',,
: 
: ,: 1r: .:,:1.: .: .

slrmbols have the same meaning as in Eg. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3),

3.4 Rad.ar Equation
':

::-:. t-::
The basic radar equation in the monostatic configuration can be ,.,..r.':l,r:,,

stated as follows (Skolnik, Lg62) z

P. A2 0 
-.,'t"t"'

_Eer = 

- 

(3.6)t ar 12 p.4

e^.2where, A" = #, A. is the effective antenna aperture in ^2, 
p, is the

maximum theoretical receivsd power in lr1, Pa is the transmitted power in

Vù, o is the radar cross-section in *2, R is the rad-ar range in m,

G is the antenna gaid, and ). is the free space wavelength in m. ,

This simplified version of the :rrad.ar equation does not ¿fl-øquately

predict the power received,. fn practice, the por^rer received may be much

smaller than that given by Eq. (3.5). There are many rosses which can l

occur throughout the system. Another important factor is the statistical ¡t':"ti;',:¡

,.'1,;',::'' 
;,tl ;, 

:,;,-.1

nature of some parameters, such as radar cross-section. The eguation :::'::.::,:

doesrhowever, indicate that the received pohTerr'for a given radar,erossj.

section, can be increased by increasing the transmitted power, by de-

creasing the range, and by utilizing an antenna of rarge aperture. ,,,,:,:,,,:,-:
'-".r''1..j:--:.

Noise is one of the main factors limiting the radar performance.

The major factors contributing to the rad.ar noise are: the surrounding

moving or stationar! i:.objects, the stray reflections, and the noise

generated. inside the system ¡:.,,, ,.:-;:.,
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The receiver noise power is a function of the noise generated by

the Gunn"' diode and the conversion loss of the mÍxer. A simplified .i

but adequate expression for the total noise pohrer (refered:,:torrthe, RE p.oft).

of the Dopprer receiver, is given by (Hp. apprication note, L}TL)
; .':;

f^ t"'
NP = 1o tog [Kl t* 

{, 
r ß.7)

where NP is the noise po'nrer in dBm, f, is the lowest Dopprer frequency
..:. ..of interest ín Hzr f , ís the highest Doppler frequency of interest in Hz, ;,,i.,,

and K, is :âc constant whose value depends upon the total detector 
i'::'"'

I - 
tt'''

current (HP application note, L}TL'). i:,;:

Eq. (3.1.7,.) indicates that the nnoise power can be decreased. by

limiting the bandwidth of the receiver.

The radar equation [Es. (3.cr.) ] can be extended to the bistatic

radar as follows (Skolnikt L962):

PAAG.ËErb
E (3.8)t 4nx2a2n2tr

where' P, is the maximum received power in w, pa is the transmitted 
l

powerinVl,A.istheeffectiveapef.tureofthetransmittingantennain
E i:,,,,,

2 ) i,:.:.i::;il-, A-^ is the effective aperture of the receiving antenna,iiù mll R.::,.:is the 't _____ 
. 
_Êt-.._,. _.t __- 

;,'''..',
transmitter-to-target distance in m, Rr is the receiver-to-target ,,. '

distance in m, o-b is the bistatic radar gross-s,ee.t:iign"tnusr?,anfl |.. is

the free space wavelength in m.

There are no free space losses in the waveguide configuration. . ..,-.- .

. 
l. :._': _'

Assuming the losses in the waveguid.e to be neglirgible, the radar

equation for the waveguide configuration is:

P =PCOT f-'',ig
(3. e)
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where, P, is the power received in ÌV, p., is the intensiÈy of the incidentI

pov¡er il,!l/*t, and. oo ås-.rad,anlcross-section in m2.

3.5 Radar Cross-Section

The radar cross-s€ction of the scattering object may be defined

as follows Gírispin and. Síegel, 1968):

9 = n |oo üt¡-2

= Ri :-co 4TfI.2

H
s

H.
l_

E

;-
l-

where R is the distance from the point of observation to the origin of

a coordinate system, 'lEil a"a lirrl are the magnitudes of the incident

electric and magnetic fields,-respectively, a"a lu"l ana ln=l are the

magn'ûtiides of the scattered. electric and magnetic fields, respectively.

The radar cross-section may be described as the area intercepting

that amount of power whichrwhen scattered equalry in all d,irections,

produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the target (skolnik,

1962). rn the monostatic radar, backscatteringjcross-section is of

primary interest, while in the bistatic rad.ar, forward scattering is

most important.

Theoretically, the radar cross-section can be determined by

solving Maxwell's equations with proper boundary conditions, but this

analyticatr: method is applicable to geometricalry simple shapes only.

The most popular experi:nental method of determining the radar cross-

section of an object is by comparison with a calibrating metal sphere.

The RCS is freqùeriicy dependent. Let d denote some character-

istic dimension of the scattering object, and L the waverength of the

incident \¡¡ave, then the region where d/^ <ß r, that is, the size of the
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',', a-

object is small- compared with the waverength, is known as the Rayleigh

region. on the other extreme is the g,eometrical optics region, where

the wavelength is very smaIl when compared to the d,imension of the

scattering object, that is d/^' >> L. Betvreen the two regions, there is 
,::.,:,..::.

the Mie or resonance region, where the RCS varies oscillatorily with ,i,;,.'il

frequency. The RCS of most of Èhe particulate solids of interest falls

in the Rayleigh region and,, therefore, the discussion that folrows, is

limited to this region. 
,.t,...:.:.

The RCS of an object depends upon:

1. The size of the object.

2. The freqtrency of the transmitted hraves.

3. The orientation of the object with respect to the antenna

(viewing angle).

4. The material of the object¡ and

5. The polarization of the transmitted waves.

The radar cross-section is independent of the distance between

the antenna and the target as long as the object is in the far field.

The critical parameter in the Raylé,frgh region is the volume of 
,..,,'.,,,:.,,.,]the scattering object. The object of interest may be replaced by an ',',,,,,, 

,

: _ :.: :.. : t l
equivalent spheroid of the same volume and. elongation. For a spheroid-.¡ ,'.,.,..,,...,,

with semi-axes ararb; the backscattering cros.s-section ts:þiven by

(Críspin and Maffett, 1965),

- 4 4 2' 2 I -r¡ ) '' 
"' 

:' 
':'":':'g = # o'n v2 ,211i.r f- .-Yi' (3.r0) ::::::'::

.)

where, o is the radar cross-section in il2, k' = 2Tr/1, À is the free 
:

space waverength ín m, v is the volume of the object in m3, F is the shape

factor,andy=b/a. . :
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Except for very flat oblate spheroids, the term in the brackets

can be neglected.

The shape factor, F, is equal to

F :Å r l-. g"g79,sir,2o .,-horz.pol. 2'2-L'-"L-'2-2L J :::,.
::: ; -1I: i;i'::: :

'), 2^
F =!r¿*cgs-O*sin'O',-vert. pol. 2 'T. - 2=1" ' z-2L r

and

- I I-c'2 - l+c t "t" .';."''
"prolate spheroide ="r, - 

;'F 
ti t-c, ,:,': 

:,:.::,:::

l.;.1:::: ; '-:

1j,:t;,-t:':':.:-_::where, the semi-axes are ara, #y't-c
/-"-1 .t

L-- =/t-,{-sirr-1", -L-"'2oblate spheroide .,3 
"r2.-

where, the semi-axes are urur^/t-&

T, =?"sphere - 3

For a sphere, ìr, ?t'a11 polarizations and viewing anglesris
ì

constant and is equal to I.125. :

TheradarcroSS-sectionforthebístaticradarcanbeca1cu1ated
, :. ;. .,_:from Eq. (5.9) by substituting F as foliows (orispin and siegel , 1969): ;,,,':,,.:..ì,,'.

'-.: . .i_:.'

F- = i r-l- ". 
cos0t cosOt 

- 
sin0t sirâ0a ., l"l":;';"".

'}rorz, por.=Z tV:¡+ r *Ã- I :',''

.

1 .l cosor cos0a sin0, sinO*
lvertpor. =i rlT T-i

2'L 2L 
:.:r. .....1

where, 0, and 0a represent the viewing angles of the receiver and trans- ,,,,..,1,'.,'i,.,'

mitter, respectively. It is assumed that the transmiËteq receiver and

scatterinS object are coplanar.

In this chapter, an attempt was made to d.iscuss some of the basic

concepts. which establish theoretical background for the discussion that
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follows- The equations d.erived in Chapter.5 are either modifications

or extensions of the basic equations presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERTMETüTA], PROCEDURES

4.L Introduction

Experjments were performed, both with sin.gre scattering targets

and multiple scatteríng targets, to determine quantiÈativetr¡S the capa-

bilities and limitations of the MDEF. Different types of seeds and

metallic spheres of various diameters r,rrere used as single scattering
targets. Rapeseeds and wheat were used in continuous flow experiments.

The experjments were conducted ín wave.gui,des-t1,., and in free space. The

last configuration included both the monostatíc and bistatic systems

4.2 Sensing and Signal processing Units

4.2"I General Description of the System

The MDEF utilizes a contrnercially available Doppler module as a

*"ir, 
".rr"ing element. The output sígnal is amplified and displayed or

recorded by an indicating unit. A general víew of the sensing and signal

processing units is shown in fig. 4.1.

In all e>çerj:nents performed in the monostatic configuration, a

commercially available micro\¡rave Doppler transceiver, model MA-g6105

(Microwave Assoc'ietes), was used.. rt operated at a frequency of 10.525

eiiz. A standard. waveguide horn, Narda mod.el 64Q was used as an antenna.

The transceiver contained an MÀ-49104 Gunn diode and an IIA-40642 Low

noise shottky mixer diode having the Noise Figure of 7.5 dB and the con-

version losses of 5 dB. A waveguide ferrite circulator isolated the out-

qitlng and incoming signars. The generator required a typical pornrer supply

of 10 V (DC) and had an output po\¡rer of 25 mV[.

rn the waveguide configuratÍon, an equipment sÍmilar to a $¡ave- i.
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Fig. 4.1 General View of the Sensing and Signal

.:: i:.

Processing Units t\)(¡
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guide noise generator mount was used. ft contained a section of a VüR-90

\^Taveguide terminated with a matched lo.ad,- and an 0.o0g.u circular tube

intersecting the waveguide at an angle of lo.50. rn these eqperiments,

the transceiver was directly attached to the waveguide and the target r¡/as

passing through the circular tube. 1.,,,.r...,,..

In the bistatic configuration, an additional waveguide deÈector

mount' with an MA-40642 Shottky diode and a separate antenna Narda mod.el

640, IlüeÐe used for the reception of the signal . ;, 
,;,. t, .'.

::.._:.. ..1.,..:..

In the free space configturation, absorbing mats rrere used to screen

the target from the surrounding and to minimize the stray reflections.

The,oopprer module was supplied from an Hp 62208 Þower 6upp1y.

The signal from the mixer was amplified by a PAR 113 pass-band amplifier

and further displayed or stored on the screen of an Hp 12OO or Te-ktronix

5648 storage oscilloscope. An HP 1984 oscilloscope camera was used for

taking photographs of the signal. A Clevite Mark 22O recorder was used

for continuous record.ing of the signal. rn the continuous flow experiments,

the signal was processed by an"s-ängl.ég=.frequçncy meter.

4.2.2 Viewing Angle

In all the experiments in the free space configuratíon, the view-

ing angle was defined as the.angle between the electrical axis of the

antenna and the velocity vector. A large circular protractor \^/as attached

to the Doppler module to measure this angIe. The protractor rotated with

the Doppler radar in the plane of observation of the target. The view-

ing angle was read from the protractor against a fixed ind.icator.

4.2.3 Target position Indicator

A light sensitive photoresistor system \^ras used as a target po-

sition indicator. A light beam from a corlimated right source was
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focussed on the photoresistor through a tube with a narrow horizontal

sIit. The moving target affected the illumination of the photoreÈistor.

The resulting change in resistance was detected by an Hp 4332LCR meter

and recorded in the second channel of the recorder as a sharp pulse.

The pulses received from the position indicator h/ere utilízed to d,etermine

the position of the scattering targets and to measure their actual

velocity.

4.3 Experimental Set-Up

4.3.I Si4gilè Scattering Objects

Enee Spaee Configuration: A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up

employed in the free space experiments is shown in Fig. 4.2. The experi-

ments were performed using a band saw frame as a target moving sysËem.

Large band saw pulleys did not strees the delicate band appreciably and

moved the target smoothly at a fairly constant speed. The pulleys \^rere

driven by a varíable speed electric motor.

experiments were performed using a wide endless nylon ribbon

as a target carrier. lfhen the gain of the amplífier was set properly and

the víewing plane was adjusted to be perpendicular to the direction of

the movement of the ribbon, the reflections from the ribbon lvere neg-

ligible. Metallic spheres and different seeds were glued to the ribbon

at precisely measured distances. The arrangement of scattering objects

is shown in Fig. 4.3. The ex¡leriments were performed at various speeds,

and at different viewing angles and distances. A photograph of the

experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.4, whj-Le the target posítion

indicator is shown in Fig. 4.5.

-;li-lliri
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Fig' 4'4 General- view of the Experimental set-up for single scattering particles
in the Free Space Configruration
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tlaueguide configuz,atì,on: An experimental set-up for the waveguide

configuration is shown in Fig. 4.6. The nylon ribbon supporting the

scattering objects passed through a circular tube intersecting with a

section of the rectangular waveguide. The arrangement of metal spheres
'aa . :'''.a.a:.a

and seeds on the ribbon is shown in Fig. 4.7. ..:. 
-: :: .1 ::...- :: t .1 ::

4.3.2 Continuous Flow Experiments

Gravity flow was employed in all the experiments with contl,nüous¿-:,r.,,r 
, ,

'.:-t:.:.:flow of particulate solids. The overall víew of the experimental set-up 
.-.;.,,;,,:'..;,

ís shown in Fig. 4.9. The test materiar felt by gravity from a large 
,.,,i.,..,t .l,,: , - . - .- --- ,

hopper through a section of plastic pipe to a collectíng bucket located :':": ::::

underneath. The size of the opening in the hopper was designed to acc-

omodatepipesofvariousdÍameters.Ashutteratthebottomofthe

hopper allowed s,tarting:orc5to-ppiirg übeemàËêriä,ü-wflow. 
i
i

Plastic rings with dífferent bore sizes were used to obtain l

:

different flow rates in the centre of the pipe. The test material was j

)

collected in a large bucket and continuously lifted to the hopper by an 
l

auger conveyor. Above certain flow head ín the hopper, which was ;

determined experimentally, the flow remained practically independent of
1,.',r,t.1.,-a.,.,.r.the variations in the flow head. A direct weiShing and t,iming technique t:.-' t,-" 

.'
-. .:. : .:. 

":.
was used for calibration of the mass flow rate. ,"',",-',:.',':,;,,'.;,',i

Rapeseeds and wheat were used as test materials, each in pipes of

o:.ezEt=nsaad, I :õo63 5,,,1S d¡e,me:t e:r t) E j É. -.t

The initial experiments were performed at differenË viewing angles

and distances to determine the optimum viewing angle and dist,ance. Fur-

ther experiments were aimed at. the d.eÈermination of the relationship

between the Doppler frequency and the flow rate, and were perforrmed at

a fÍxed víewing angle and distance. A simplified diagram of the complete
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4.6 Experimental set-up for single scattering particles in the
üIaveguide Configuration
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Fig.4.7
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Fig. 4.8 Gëileral View of the ENperiment,al Set-Up for
Conti.nuous f'low of , Granular ?¿Iaterlals.
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experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.9. : :

The oçeriments in the waveguid-e confíguration were performed with
rapeseeds only. Fig. 4.10 shows an experjmental set-up used in those

experirnents.

Íhe experiments in the bistatic configuration were performed at ,.,,., ,:,,.;.';,

different angles between the receiver and transmitter. An experjrnental 
1';':¡-:::''''"'í

set-up ulílized in the bistatic configuration is shown in Fig. A.Lr.
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CHAPTER 5

RESI]LTS AND DTSCUSSION

5.1 sinqle scatterinq particles.Ínltt¡-ê r,ree space confiquratÍon

5.1.1 Doppler Frequency Spectrum

Fig- 5.1 shor¡s typÍcal recordings of the Doppler sÌgnars from

single particles moving at a constant velocity. Th-e received.

Doppler signal is not of one discrete frequency as would normally be

expected for a particle movíng at constant velocity. AIt the practical

antennas, used to radiate and'receive the microwave energy, have a certain

definite beamwidth. This impries that the angle 0 in Eq. (3-r) is

different for different viewing angles within the antenna beam. As the

target takes a finite time to cross the antenna beam, the return signal

comes at different angles. Therefore, the Doppler signal does not have

any sigg4e discrete f,requency, but is spread over a cert,ain frequency band.

This problem is well known in navigation where a spread of Doppler frequency

has been reported by Berger (1957), Ehrman (Lg64) and pawla (196g).

rn pafticular, the Doppler freguency associated with the angle

0. is qiven bv
l--

' E - ^c /c v cos0.'td- - "o ]-
l-

and is spread over the bandwidth

(s.1)

Afd = 2f o/c v(cosQn - cos0g) (s.2)

:.) ::: t.-:

where 0n and I t eîc ttre angles associated ..with the Doppler signal ::re- ':::':i':',:

turned from ttre extremes. of the antenna beam.

Eq. (5.2¡ ¡¡¿" be further exBanded as follows:

2f e_+e" 0--0^
Mu = f v l2sin t#l sin t#1, ,:,:,,

L-j l .



rig' 5'1 Typícal Recordi-ngs of the Ðoppler signals for single scattering particles in the' Free Space Configuration
lchannel 1: signals from the Doppler Radar channel 2: pulses from the photoresistor
viewing angle = 45o chart speed = 0.125 m/s sensitivity of the recorder = zoo mv/divGrain of the anrplifier = IOOO V,/Vl

È
F

i:ì
i:l
.,]

i,.l

.\ir
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(s.3)

where, 0o is the axial viewing angle, and 
^0 

is the antenna beamwidth in
the plane of motion of the target in radians.

5.L.2 Ðoppler Frequency and Amplitud.e Variations

The frequency and amplitude of the Ðopplerd signals have been

plotted in Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 as a function of the target position

across the antenna beam. The maximum amplitude of the signal did not, ,r,,1,'.
it, 

'-:,,necessarily, occur at the electrical axis of the antenna, but the deviations

were very small. Therefore, for simplicity, the position of the target

was cal-culated from the point of maximum amplitude.

According to the approximation given in Eq. (5.3), the bandwidth

of the Dopprer signat is a function of eo, 4.0, and v. similar behaviour

has been reported by Ehrman (1964) for the Doppler radar used. in navi-

gaÈion. He found the Doppler signal to be a function of: the two way

antenna patternr' the orientation of antenna with respect to the terrain,

the angle between the antenna beam and velocity vectoS and t.he terrain

backscattering characteristics.

The arnplitude of the signal varies d.ue to the variations in the i',,, ,"

disÇance to the target.-and'.the intensity of radiation which depends up.on ,,.,,,'

the antenna pattern. The amplitude of the signal increases as the

target approaches Èhe antenna axis. The peak of the signal occurs in

the region where the ratio of radiation intensity to the fourth power of ;::,::,,.:::

range is maxiflum. rt decreases again ås Èhe target recedes, because 
¡:'::;"'

of decreasing radiation intensity off the antenna axis. 
:

5.1-3 Relationship between the velocity and Doppler Frequency

The spectrum of the receíved signal can be assumed (Ehrman, Lg64)
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rig' 5.3 Variation of the Amplitude and Doppler Frequency for a Vüheat
seed Moving Across ttre Antenna Beam, The Major Axis of the
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to be centered around to t %, (¿here fo is t?re tran5fil.tted frequency and.

td is ttre mean Doppler frequency.. Althoug} it was found falso, reported

by Edrarard et al. ' I97O for laser vel-ociti:neters) that fd did neither

correspond.. exactly' to tlre electrÌcal axÍs of the antenna nor to ttre

peak point ¿i the Ve _1oci !¿ câr'curq¡gq*- ag +!þE 0 in Ec¡. (3.2)
.o'
(3.2I ca:n- b-e4,a=g9oða !øt--øft6eacXua! velocity. TÏrus, .Eq.

modifiéd .as

v=
.A

T fu ,/ cos (0o)
o

N

= 1,/N I r,
g.

l-=I a

(s.4\

where, -%

and 0^ is the axial viewing angle.o

In F,ig. 5. 5, the rad.ial velocity ås-sploëteS,'vetsds";ÈlüerÍûeàìñ,an

Doppler frequency. Most of the experimental points lie very close to the

theoretical straight line calculated from Eq. (5.4) .

A comparison OEethe velocities, calculated from Eq. (5.4) and

those calculated from the photoresistor pulses, is shown in Table 5.1.

The'i:imean Doppler frequdncy, Fu itr Table 5.1 was determined by

averaging the instantaneous frequencies calculated from their time periods.

This method is similar to the well nþ¡¡own zero crossing technique of

frequency counting in a certain period of time. The method has been

suggested and analysed by Ehrman (L964'), pawla (1969) and Kobayashi et al.
(1974) - rn Table 5.2, the mean Doppler frequency was calculated by

dividing the totar number of waves of the Ðoppler signal by their

mulative time period. The velocÍties indicatèd by the Doppler radar are

in good agreement t¡ith those calculated from ttre ptrotoresÍstor pulses.

The difference between the two velocities, listed in Tab1es 5.1 and 5.2,

is not more th¿n 5% for most of the observatìon poÌnts.
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Fig. 5.5 Radia.l veloeiLy vs Mean Doppler Frequency for Single Scattering
Particles in the Free Space Configuration

InadÌal velocity = v^: cos0. , where v- is the velocity carculated
from photoresistor fiur-ses"and 0o isdthe axiar víewiirg anglel
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Table 5.1

ComparÍson of Velocl.tl.es Calculated from EE.
and from tlre Plrotoresistor Fulses in ttre Free Space

(5.41
Configuration

t::.i.:.,

i

f._
uÊt

Velocity
from

Eq. (s.4)
(m/s\

Velocity
from

Photoresistor
tu/s)

Difference
(e")

Tüheat* Angle 309

lVheat**

tri¡b.eaË*Sã'-ï-'^.: . _.,: --
Metal ''È'if4: in'

,01,0042rrun

0û008?2ruri

16.5

16. I

17.2

L6.6

o.27L

o.276

0.283

o.273

o.279

0.280

0. 280

0.274

2.87

L.42

-L.O7

o.40

Angle 45o (Lower velocity)

ülheat*

V']heat**

Metal ball
0.004 m

0.0032 m

L2.7

L2.2

L2.3

12.7

0.256

þ.249

o.248

o.256

o.249

o.243

o.243

o.250

-2.81
-2.47

-2.06
-2.40

Angle 45o (hiqher velocity)

ü7heat*

l¡Iheat**

Metal ball
0.004 m

0.0032 m

Rapeseed.

27.5

25.4

27.6

26.8

26.2

0.554

o.5r2

0.556

0.540

0.528

o.527

o.527

o.526

o.526

o.526

-5.12
2.85

-5. 70

-2.66
-0. 38

Angle 55o

ülheat*

I¡rtheat**

Metal ball
0.004 n
0.0032 m

Rapeseed

15.8

15.7

16.3

15.7.

L5.2

0 392

3900

0.405

0.390

0.378

0. 387

0. 382

0.382

0.388

0. 388

-l-.29

-2.0I

-6.00.

-Q.s2
2.57
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Table 5.1

Legend

* TI.e major axis of the seed
parallel to the plane of
polarization

** The major axis of the seed
perpendicular to the plane
of polarization
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5.I.4 Effect of, the lierrLng Algte

Experimental res:ults of verocities, indicated by.the Doppler

radar, did not show any signifl.cant dl,fference for different viewing

angres varying from 3oo to 600. Large dispersLon of some experj:nental

points at the viewing angle of 60o (Table 5.2) can be attributed to
experimental errors. rt will be exptained in section 5.1.s þöw: the

experimental- uncertainties increase at large viewing angles.



Table 5.2

comparison of the velocities Measured by the Doppler Radar and by thein the Free space configru-ration (the oãppler fiequency calculated by
number of i¡aves in a certain period of time)

Faba bean

lVheat*

Wheat**
¿

I'lheatl
¿¿

vüheatl I

Meùál ball
0.0048 m

0.0040 m

0.0032 m

Veloc j_ty
measured
by the

Doppler radar
(m/s)

18.2

16.4

L6.7

17. 3

16.9

18. 1

16. g

L7.2

e =45oo

Faba bean

lVheat**

I¡üheat*

Velocity
measured
by the

Þ,hotoredistor
(n/s)

GO3,867.

0.33r
0.336

o.349

0.341

0. 365

0. 341

o.347

Photoresistor
counting the

0.350

0. 350

0;350

0.3s0

0.3sQ

0.350

0. 3s0

0.350

Difference
(r"\

-rri

;,.1t.

:,jì

0. 386

0.350

0.366

-4. 86

5. 43

4.OO

0.29

2.57

-4.29
2.57

0.86

0.369

0.369

0.369

-4.6t
5. 15

0.81
Ul
ts



Table 5.2 - Continued

¿
vúreatl

.L.L

lrlheatl I

Metal ball
0.0056

0. 0048

0. 0040

0.0032

Velocity
measured
by the

Ðiôppler radar
tlt/st

17.4

16.1

17.4

16.8

16. 9

L6.7

Faba bean

Wheat*

Vrlheat**
+

trfheat'
¿J

Illheatl I

Metal ball
0. 0064

0.00s6

0.0048

0.004Q

0. 0032

0.386

0.357

0.386

0.372

0.375

0.370

Velocity
measured
by the

Photoresistor
(n/s)

8.6
7.2

8.6

8.0

8.1

8.6

8-4

8,2

7.8

0.369

0. 369

0.369

0.369

0.369

0.369

o.245

0.20s

o.245

O;228

0.231

0.245

0.239

o.2L9

o.234

0.222

Difference
(B)

-4.61
-9.. a5

-4.6r
60.81

-L.62
-2.7L

0.23

0.23

o.2s

0.23

o.23

o.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

-6.52
10.8

-6.52
0. 86

o.44

-6.52
-3.91
, 4.78

-1. 73

3.48 Ul
N)

:i,i
:,.

t,

:ií

:,ìl
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**

Table 5.2

Legend

The major axis of tÏ'e seed parallel to the
plane of polarization and the crease facing
tor¡ards the ribbon

The major axis of the seed. perpendicular
to the plane.of polarization and the crease
facing towards the rrlbbon

The major axis of the seed perpend.icular
to the plane of polarization and the crease
facíng up

The major axis of the seed parallel to the
plane of polarization and. the crease facing
up

tt
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5 .1.5 Experimental Uncerta-Lnty

There are two major sources of uncertainties in calculatincr €he -

velocity from Eq. (5.4): ttie noise accompanyLng the signal and the errors

in measurement of the viewing angle. rn addition, tlre uncertainties

occur due to non-ideal- working of the system components- On the other

hand, the response of the photoresistor depends upon ttre size and shape

of the target and this may cause substantial- error in calculating the:-

actual velocity.

Nodse: rn addition to the random nature of the Doppler signal, it is

always accompanied by noise. This complicates the problem of determining

the mean frequency and has a bearing on the accuracy of the Doppler system

output

Assuming that the signal is large compared with noise, the erroï

in the Doppler frequency due to noise is given by (skotnik, 1962)

(s. s)

where ôfd,/fd is the relative error and SrlN is the signal-to-noise (power)

ratio.

Thus, the relative error in calculati8gitlaé velocity will decrease

with têB increase in signal-to-noise.,ratio.

v'Leuing AngLe: rf the viewing angre was 0o * F.., ínstead of 0o, the

velocity ruould þe given by

"=# fu/cos@,o*ù)

w,¡r*lld ïtiane.reäeiêú"ated veloc i ry would be

c_u"=E x f.,/cos(0n+ìn)

ôf -/f- = f
d'd x¡'(s/N)L/2
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'.tLrus, the relative error

Av.ll
- = ; 

- 

- -ã- 
j coslo- + óv¡v ' cos(O + ô0) cose oo

Vühen ô0 is small, this reduces to

at - trrro ôoVO (.s.6)

where ô0 is in radians. Thus, at the viewing angle of 45o, the d.eviation

of one d.egree in 0o would cause an error of approximately r.72. As 0o

increases, the velocÍty becomes highly sensitive to erüors in 0o due to

the rapid increase of tan0o. For example, at the viewLng angle of 600,

the deviation of one degree causes an error of approximately 3?.

5.1.6 RCS of Various Targets

The radar c,ross-sections of the various targets were calculated

using the metallic calibratìng spheres. Under similar conditions, the

ratio of power received is

P/P = A/A'o'o

but P/P = (n/n )2'oo'
üherefore , a/co = (E/Eo)' ,u.r, j,.,:,,:.,,

u :.'i.-

' ., ':,j.
where o is the radar cross-section of the target in m2, o^ is the radar ' '.,' '.'o
cross-section of the calibrating sphere ir, *2, E is the maximum amplitude

of the signal from the target in V and Eo is the maximum amplitude of the

signal frolntèhe calibrating sphere in V. .,,,,,i
l: "-'_l

Table 5.3 shows the experimental and tk¡-eoreticat values of the

norma1izedRcSofsevera1meta1ppheres'measuredatdifferentviewÌng

angles. The cross-sections have been normalized with respect to the RCS
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of a 0.004 m metal sphere. The experimental values of the normalized RCS

show good agreement w'ith the ttreoretical values calculated from Eq. (3.10).

The slight discrepancies are due to the fact that the maxima of the ampli-

tude of the Doppler signals do notr necessarily, correspond to tlre same 
,,i,,,,,.,.point for a1l the sptreres. This is clear from Fig. 5.6, wlrere the "''','i'

curves are extrapolated to maxima for different spfreres.

Table 5.3

Experimental and Theoretical Values of the Normalized ì:,
RCS of Different Metal Spheres ',,.,

Diameter

(m)

0.0056

0. 0048

0. 003 2

o.oo24

Norma'f ized RcS (o/otoí')

Experimental Theoretical

450 500 600

7.29

2.89

o.25

0.04

7.29

3.24

o.25

0. 04

7 .24

2.92

o.28

0.056

7 .34

3. 17

o.25

o.o44

* The RCS of a 0.004 m sphere

Amplitudes of the Dopprer sigmals resulting from scattering by

different d.ielectric particres are plotted as a function of time in

Fig. 517. The.curve for a 0.004-m metal sphere is also included as a

reference. The RCS of various diclp¡rrìc particles are 1isted in
Table 5.4. The tabulated. values r,rrere calculated. from the relation

- ¡¡¡r
t: | -'
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TIME (Arbitrory Uniis )

Fig. 5.6 Amplitude of the Dopprer signal as a Function of Timefor Different Metal spheres in the Free space configuration
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e = t fr 12 o'o
o

(s. e)

0.004 m metal sphere. Furthermorer oo was calcurated from Eg. (3.10)

-r^ a
and was equal to 4.1 x lO " mÍ.

Table 5.4

The RCS of Dielectric particles Measured
at Different Viewing Angles

(ro-6*2)

ülheat*

Îüheat**
J

Wheatl

Rapeseed

Faba bean

45"

0. s0

0.37

0. 57

0.o24

24.6:

50"

0. 53

o.32

0. 61

29.6':

60"

o.62

0.37

1.025

0.028

30.1.

* Theirmain axis of the seed was parallel to Èhe plane of polarization
! 

:. :..: ..and the crease of the seed faced towards the ribbon i'i.,,,,ì
'. : .,:.....** The main axis of the seed. was perpendicurar to the prane of porar- .1,,....:,'..,..-:

ization and the crease of the seed faced towards the ribbon

I rhe main axis of the seed was parallel to the prane of polarization
and the crease of the seed. faced. up

i.t,r.,..,.,,-,

rt is clear from Tabre s.4 that the RCS is strongly d.ependent upon

the viewi,ng aspect, and the size and shape of the particle
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5.2 Single PartÍcles in the V[aveguide Config¡uration

5.2.I Amplitude and. Trequency. Variations

rig- 5.8 shows typical recordLngs of signars resulting from

scattering by siggile particles moving in the rectangular waveguide. In

this configuration, ttre target is seen by the radar at a constant view-

ing angle. Losses in the rectangular waveguides are negligible as com-

pared to free space losses. For example, the attenuation in the wR-90

waveguide (used ín the reported experiments) amounts to 0. L2 dB/m.

Therefore, the amplitude of the reflected wave should be constant, and the

Doppler signal should, normally, have a single discrete frequency. The

amplitudes and. frequencies of the Doppter signal obtained experimentally

varied as the target moved aøross the waveguid.e mount. This effect is

probably due to the existênce of complex fields between the rectangular

and. cut-off circular \¡raveçJuides. rt should be pointed out that the

scattered signal was detected up to + o.025 m beyond the rectangular

waveguide.

The ampritudes and frequencies of the Doppler signals ärr.¡,e¡e bcc::

plotted in Fig. 5.9 as a function of the position of the targets in the r::.::
,';:l'-..',..'r,

waveguide. The change in the anptitude of the Doppler signal is caused :, ,,.,

'; ", i:by the Dopprer effect, which affects not onry the frequency of the

reflected signal but also its amplitude (Minervin, LgTo). This effect

is due to the change in phase shift of the reflected' Ìì'ave' 
r.,.,..,.5.2.2 Velocity versus Doppler Frequency ,,l.ti,,,

The velocity of a particle moving through the waveguide section can

be calculated by multiplying the :sight side of Eq. (3.2) by the ratio of

the waveguide to the free space wavelength. The vel-ocities of particles

in the waveguide configuration were calculated from the relation ; ,, ,,, 
,

1."-'



Fig' 5'8 Typical Recordings of the Doppler signals for single particles

lChannel 1: Signals from the Doppler radar, Channe]_ 2:Chart speed = O.I2S m/s Sensitivity of the recorded =

BRUSH INSTRUMENTS DIVISIC

CLEVELAND, OHIO PRINTED I

Pu1ses from the photoresistor
100 mVrzdiv Gain .of the amplifier = 2OOl

in the Vrlaveguide Configurat,ion

Oì
ts
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DEVIATION OF THE TARGET POST|ION (m)

Fig. 5-9 Amplitude and Freguency of the Doppler Signal as a Function of
Ëhe Target position in the !üaveguÍde confíguration

a) lrlheat -- the Major Axis of the Seed Parallel to the plane
of polarízation

b) Wheat -- the Major Axis of the Seed Perpendicular to theplane of polarization ,

c) O.OO32 m Metal Sphere
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"n=uå ru/coson
o

(s. e)

where rn t" the velocity of the particre in m/s, c is the velocity of
propagation in m/s,fo is the frequency of transmissLon in Hzr fu is the
DoppLer frequency in Hz, and 0n is the angle of intersection of the
circular Èube with the waveguide section. _,1 _-..

. rn the reported. experiments, 0n was equal to r0.5" and k was equal

to 1.28.

ïn tabler.:S.5, the velocities indicated by the Dopprer radar are

compared with the velocities measured. from photoresistor pulses. For
most of the observations, the difference between the two velocities was

not more than 2%.

5.2.3 RCS of Dielectric particles

fn the waveguide configuration, a o.oo32 m metal sphere was used

as a reference to calculate the RCS of dielectric particles. The values

of the RCS, listed in Table 5.6, were calcurated from the reration

o =(E \2ogEq
o-o

(s. 10)

where, o- is the RCS of the target of interest and o-, is ttre RCS of theS -9o t" e¡!ç rv

sphere used as a feference.

rn the reported experiments, oo was calculated by substituting
to

À-, instead of À, in Eq. (3.f0) and its value was equal to 4.L7 x lr}-7 m2.9 
* 

._ 

_ _ 4, Â rv lll . 

.,.,,...,:.



Table 5. 5

comparison between the velocities rndicated by the Doppler Radar
and Those Measured from the photoresistor
pulses in the Waveguide Configuration

of
of

*

**
The major axis
The major axis

64.

the seed was parallel to the plane of polarization
the seed \^ras perpendicurar to the prane of polarization

Doppler
frequency

(Hz)

Velocity
indicated
by Èhe
radar

(m/s)

Velocity
ceäã.culated

fbçrmthbe
Photoresistor

(n/s)

Difference
z

Vfheat*

l{heat**

Metal bal-l
0.0032

Wheat*

Wheat**

Metal balL
0. 004

0.0032

Rapeseed

11. 9

IL.7

12.3

12.3

24.9

24.5

24.3

24.2

24.5

0.22r
0.2I8

0.228

o.228

o.452

o.455

0.451

o.449

0.455

0.218

o.223

o.2285

o.225

o.459

o.459

0.459

0.464

O:466

-L.4
0.99

0. o0

-1. 30<-

-0. 65

0.87

L.74

3. 20

2.36
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Tahle 5.6

The RCS of Dlelectric partìcles Ìn th_e
lrTaveguide Confl.guration (tO-6 n2)

5.3 Continuous Flow Experiments

5.3.1 Multiple Scattering

The continuous flow of particulate solids
multiple scattering. The Doppler signal results

signals scattered by a large number of particles.
Let us consider a reratively simple case of two independent

isotropic scattering particles, ilruminated simutrËaneousry by the radar.
The particles are assumed. to have equal radar cross-sections. rt is
further assumed that both the particles are moving at the same verocity.

The vortages at the output of the radar receiver, resurting from

scattering by the individual particles are given hy

V, = K, sin (o.t + ör)

Y2 = K2 sín (trrdt + 0;)

lrlhere K2 is a constant which incrudes ttre parameters involved in the

involves a problem of

from contributions of

o/o
9' 90

Wb.eat
the major axis
of the seed.
paralIel to the
plane of polar-
ization

the major axis
of the seed
perpendicular
to the plane of
polarization

Rapeseed

0.246

o.013

0. 10

0. 005
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radar equation IEg. (3.6)1, 0, and Þ, are phases of the individuat echo

signals, and txu is tlre angular Doppler frequency in radians.

v, and v, add vectorially so that the resultant voltage is

y, = K2 sin(trrut + 01) + K2 sìn(odt + 02)

Ebiehagay be writÈen as

þ.+þ2. 0t-þz
V, = 2K2 sin(out * ï , cos +- (5.11) 

,,,,.,,.,'.::.1: ._:

:.-:.1,::::

Depending upon the relative val-ues og Ô, and 0r, the total voltage ::...::

walri ..,..o..,.rn 
:: i. '':.can vary from zero to a maximum of two times the value corresponding to a

single particle

The actual case of bulk flow of granular materials is muctr more

complicated than the simple two-scatterer case. There aïe several scat-

tering particles located within the radar viewing ceIl. Each scattering

partic.le has, in general, different scattering ..properties. Also, inter-

acÊ'ions between the scaÈteïers affect the resultant signal. Fluctuations

of the RCS with the viewing aspect add to the complexity of the problem.

Furthermore, particles move neither in one direction nor at th.e same

velocity. Random movements of particles, along with the factors d.iscussed

above, result in a complex waveform of the Ðoppler signal. Figs. 5.lo

and 5.I1 show typical recordings of the Ðoppler signals from bulk flow of
wheat and rapeseeds, respectively. The signals are composed of bunches.

5.3..2 Averaging Technique

The discussion in the previous section leads to ttre conclusion

that the instantaneous signal contains litt1e practical information

about the raverage¡ flow rate of granular materials. Ho\¡ever, the long-

time average of the instantaneous Doppler frequencies \^ras found to be



Fig' 5'10 Typical Recordings of the Doppler signal for Bul-k Fl-ow of T¡üheat in the

t'low ïate = o.2sg kg/s viewing angle = 45o chart speed = o.o2s m/srecorder = 50 mvldiv Gain of ihe amprifier = iðõo uzur

Monostatic Conf iguratíon

Sensitivity of the

Ol{



¡'.rgrcr.,5-. J_l_ Typical Recordings of the poppler Signal for

lFlow rate = O.448 kg/s Viewing aàgle = 4Sorecorder = 20 mY/díu Gain of the amplifier

Bulk FLow of Rapeseeds in

Chart speed = 0.025 m/s
= 1000 V/Vl

the Mônostatic

Sensitivity of

Conf.iguration

the

: .1: '

Ot
æ
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Proportional to tlre average bulk veloci.ty. Marshal and ltitschfield (1953)

have demonstrated the necessÍty of averaging the Ìnstantaneous signals
scattered. by meteorologÍca1 particles in order to extract the desired
information. The same averaging concept was used by Arts and. Roevros

(1971) to measure blood flow rates by ultrasonic means.

5.3.3. Average Bulk FIow Rate

The bur-k fr-ow of particulate sorids is characterízesr by semi_

random motions of individuar particres. However, the average Doppter

frequency was found to correspond to the average bulk verocity.
Using Eq. (5.1), the instantaneous Doppler frequency can be

written as

ta.
l-

fa
av

2fo= 
-

c v. cos0 .II

rf the vorume under consideration contaíns N particles, the

average Doppler frequency is given by

1
N

NI r-d-I=l- a

N
f' ¿TOl. 

- 
v. cosU.cr-l_

l-= l-

I=-
N

) -:-: ...:

\/=

(s.12)

substituting Ç. 
* N

osoo t"t 
.Ërrli 

*1"ô?=0l

- 2foT=_-dc
av

--fl,+ ç t
2fo 'd /

av

v cosO

cos0 (s.13)
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lfïrere, v

angle in

velocity

in Hz.

ìs the. average bulk

degrees, fa j,s tlre
av

of propagatìon in m/s

velocity in m/s, 9o is ttre axial vier,ring

average Doppler frequency in Hz, c is tf¡_e

and fo is t?re frequency of transrnission

For a cross-sectional

flow rate is given by

Q=AxDxv;

substituting the

p=-å-
av

where, õ- i" the average mass

area of the flow field ir, *2,
?

kg/m' and other symbols have

5.3.4 Tntegration Time

area A and bulk density D, the average bulk

val-ue of v from Eq. (5.13)

f- /cos1cto (s.14)

,If the output of ai:deVd¿ëê-, measuring

averaged over a time period T, the resultant

a standard deviation of

=t.
s- - 1

av r'N

2f
whereS=J w-Tcos0c-o

Therefore,

flow rate in kg/s, A is the cross-sectional

D is the buLk density of the material in

the same meanÍngs as in Eq. (5.13).

instantaneous fräguênoíes gs

average frçguency will have

(5.]s)
ì ::i:.:

"f=av

t*rere, 
"f... i"av

/-l/v'T

average frequency, sf'tt¡,e standard deviation of tt¡_e r_s
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ttre standard deviatl.on of th-e instantaneous frequency, ,r i" the average

velocity in m/s, T Ls the Ìntegration time ln *, 0o Ls the axial viewìng

angle in degrees, c is the velocity.of propagation in m,/s, and f,o is
the frequency of transmission in Hz.

. Eq. (5.15) indicates that at a constant average bulk velocity,

the Doppler sigrnal fluctuations can be decreased by increasing the inte-
gration time. Furthermore, tlre output signal-to-noise ratio increases

witfr increasing integration timel (Kobayashi etr;al; ¡ 1974) which,ir,nproves

the accruacy of frequency measurements t¡q. (5.5)1.

An integration time of 5 seconds was found appropriaÈe for flow

rates encountered in the reported experiments. A shorter integration

time was needed at high bulk velocities. Ho\¡¡ever, for tt¡-e sake of com-

parison, the same integration time was used throughout the experiments to
account for non-uniformaties of flow rates.

5.3.5 Optimum Distance and Viewing Ang1e

Ín'A viewing angle of 45" was found most suitable for the application
of the Doppler radar as a'rflow,monitorr,,because: 

I

1. Experimental uncertaintíes increase for ,- viewing angles larger

than 45o (section 5.1.5), while the diel_ectric effects become

dominant at smaller viewing angles (Section 5.3.7).

2. At smaller viewing angles the antenna beam intersects a relatively

rong section of the flow pipe. This resurts in increased fl_ucÈ-

uations ín the Doppler sígnat due to the variable vertical vel-

ocities. At larger vietting angles, the unwanted horizontal com-

ponents of velocities become d.ominant. Fig. 5.12 shows the vari-
ations of the Doppler frequency (averaged over one second) as a

function of time. At the viewing angre of. Aso, tlre Doppler
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signal h-as rel_atively less, fluctuations.

TÏre optimum distance between the antenna and the axis of the pipe
was found to rie between w2 ¡7, ana zw2 /^ . Here, r,{ is the width of the
antenna aperture wh-ich controls the rad.iation pattern in the plane of
interest. simirar results have been reported by Heard et ar. (1965)

for plasma diagnostic wíth microwaves. At d.istances smaller tnan w2/À,,

the induction fierd effects cause rarge ampritude variations; while at
distances larger tj'an 2w2/À,,the probability of interference caused by

spurious reflected signals becomes very high.

5.3.6 trfaveguide Configuration

rn Fig- 5-r4, the mass fr-ow rate, measured by the direct weighing
technique, has been plotted versus average Doppùer frequency. The

Doppler frequency h¡as averaged over the period of 5 seconds; the viewing
:

'i angre was 45o, and Èhe distance between the ant,enna and wall of the pipe
was O-1 m.

Assuming constant varues of the cross-sectional area A and the
bulk density D, Eq. (5.14) may be written as

fn the waveguid.e configuration, the experiments were performed

with continuous flow of rapeseeds.. Typicar- recordings of the Doppler

signal are shown in Fig. 5.13. Arso Ín this configuration, the signar 
l

iscomposedofbunchesduetorandommotionsofpartic1es.Neverthe1ess,
:the flow indicated by the radar was o. 0069 kg/s as compared to o.oo7 kg/s
imeasured by the direct weighing technique. The flow rate, indicated by 
,

the rádar, was carculated by mutríplying the right hand side of Eq. (5.r4) l

with kr-ir.9* the ratio of the waveguide to the free space wavelength. i-,,,.,,,,,,,; ,,,

5.3.7 Monostatic Configuration i'.' .''",
.:.: :,:.:-,.: ;.,1:, ;:

''il+]



Fig' 5'13 Typical Recordings of the Doppler signal for contínuous Frow of Rapeseeds in the lraveguid.e

lFlow rate = o'oo7 kg/s chart speed = o.o25 m/s sensitivity of the recorder = 1oo mvldivGain of the amplifiãr = IOO V,/Vl

';: i, :, l

Configuratj-on

\¡
À
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(s.16)

(s.L7)where K = AD

av

fr/coso o

Tabre 5.7 shows the experimental and trreoreticar values of K.

The theoretical values of K were calcutrated from Eq. (5.17). The va]ue
of bulk density was 7go kg/^3 for wheat grain and 610 kg/^3 for rapeseed..

abte 5. 7

Experimental and Theoretical values of K

, Th. experimental varues of K in Table 5.7 differ s1Íghtly fro:n

the theoreÈicat values. This difference is caused mainly by the dielectric
effects of the medium and the experimentar errors in estimating the val-ues

of the bulk density and the cross-sectional area of the ftow fierd.
Effeets of the DieLeetz"Le Medíum: A column of granular materials in a

pipé consËitutes a dielectrÍc med.íum. Therefore, when the Doppler radar
is used as a flow monitor, the propagation of the h/aves takes place
partially in air and partially in the dielectric mediurrr. For simplicity,
let us assume that the Doppler frequency is changed by a factor , a, due to
these effects, so thatr êe. (3.t¡ ¡r¡¿" be written as

Theoretical

l{heat grain

.

Rapeseeds

o. o44

0.0635

0.o44

0.0635

o.o27

0. 054

o. 02

o.04

o.o24

0. 05

0.019

0.039
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(s. 18)

(s.le)

Let us furtlrer assume that a single particle is moving along tïre
axis of the pipe. rf the target is in the far zone and the diameter of
the corumn of the dielectric material ìs much- larger than the wavelength

of the incident wave, the problem may be analyzed using a plane-slab
model' rt is also assumed that the dielectric medium is l-ossless and

ttre boundaries between the two mediums are sharp.

Referring to Fig. 5-15, the correction factor may be written as

d
2À - cosOorf

2f
fd=u.f vcosOo

* d'l' 2À cosO. -acl

R
o

f,:+
Ia-

À

where ' 0 - is the angle of refraction in d.egrees, 0. _, is the anqre oftx r-d
incidence in degrees, Ro is the distance of propagation in free space in
m' d is the diameter of the column of the dielectric medium in m, À i,s
the free space wavelength in m, and Àu is the wavelength in the dier-
ectric medium in m. Eq. (5.19) ian be expanded as follows:

cos0 . -rdÀ-

--A-- 

.Lcosurf Àd

"=;6-+l
;| cosO.u + 1

bur coso-- - = ,f;iÃ - .:rï rf

l)
sl_n V. _r ICtt- -s_ andÀ d/L

F
'Êtl]
''T:where, Êr is the relative dir

-rdielectric coconstant and p' is the relatíve per-

lli!!iy*I^ gl !¡": i"terial (Ui is approximarely equat r,o uniry .for non_

magnetic materials). Substituting the¡se values, Eg. (5.19) can be written
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Fig. 5.15 RBé€raction in the Dielectric Medium --
the plane-Slab Model



which may be written as

cosO. -rd
gr
t

cosO. -,acl

79.

2R
o+:

d

2R
o

i-cosu .- + Ird

But 0.U - 9Oo-_ 0o

Therefore,

2Roto
F s::l
,/et -"o='e d o

2R

Jsin0 +1do

where, 0o is the viewing angle, g''is the relative dielectric constant of
the bulk maËerial, under test, and other symbols have the same meanincr as

in Eq. (s.19)

ForR -0
o

sinO' et

(s.20)

d-

For

A-

sinO erOr
l-

/e' - cos"OTO
(s.21)

R
o

/t r

=0,0 =9Oo'o

Effects of the

predicted by Eq.

ts?22)

dielectric medium are far more complLcated than

(5.19). The micro!¡ave beam is affected by thethose
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presence of a large number of dielectric particles, each having a
different index of reflaction. Nevertheless, it can be deduced that
these effecÈs decrease with increasíng viewing angle, and become neg-
ligible if R^/d is very large.o f is very large.

The relationship between the average Doppler frequency and

the average bulk verocity is linear. Therefore, the value of K can be

easily determined experímentally.

High BuLk veloettdes: High verocities were obtained by using flow
contror disks at the upper end of the f10w pipes. Typical recordings

'of the Doppler signars are shown in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. sínce Ro,/d

is very large in this case' the dielectric effects can be neglected.
Tabl-es 5'8 and 5'9 show the comparison of experimentar and theoretical
values of bulk velocities. The experimentar varues were carcurated
from Eq' 5-13, whir-e theoreticar values were estimated as folrows:

rf the effects of frictional forces are negrected, the

maximum theoretical vel0city of the free f10w is given by

,^= ÆiìÇ (5;24)

where, u is the initia] ver-ocity in m/s, g is the accereration due to
gravity in m/s2, and y is the vertical distance to the point of obser-
vation in m.

The initial velocity u was estimated by

l.: ì.:

.. '' :

u-_Q_oto (s.2s)

where, d i= the average mass f10w rate in kg/s, D is the bulk density
?in kg/m' and A, is the cross-.sectionar area of the flow fíeld i' m2.
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Fig. 5.16 Doppter Signals for ConÈinuous Flow of Wheat at High BulkVelocities in the Monostatic Configuration
Irlow rare = A.frlZTkglJibJ

(a) Oscillogram
IScalè: Vertical = 0.2 V/div Horizontal =

Gain of the amplifier = 5OOl(b) Recordings from. an Analog Frequency Meter
lsensit-ivity of\Èh. r..oid.T = 4.66 Irz/div.J

(c)

20 ry!/div
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Fig' 5'L7 Doppler signars for continuous Flow of Rapeseeds at High tsulkVelocities in the Monoptatic Configuration
lFtow rate = O.gLz kS/sJ

(a) Oscil.logram
tscale'l:í:':?t.i"o"ÍnlíËi:':";o'ãî"'"1=20msldiv

(b) Recordíngs from ^an Analog Frequency MeterlSensitivity of the recoraer = 4.66 Hz/d,Lv.J
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fn the reported experiments, y was equal to 0.276 m and values
of other variables were the same as stated previously for 10w bur_k

velocities.



Pipe Size
(m)

Table 5.8

Comparison of the Experimental and Theoretical
Bulk Velocities of Ï¡üheat Grain

Flow rate
(kS,/s)

Theoretical
üelocity

v,.ü

(n/s)

o.064

0.117

o.I44
0.186

0.136

o.270

0.513

0.959

Average
Doppler

frequency
(Hz)

2. 33

2.34

2.34

2.34

2.34

2i:34

2.35

2.36

Velocity
indicated
by the

Doppler_
radar, v

(m,/s)

102.3

LO4.6

IO4.6

104.6

109.3

110.4

107.1

107.1

.'. :. t:

'a,,.

v/vm
m

2.06
2.LL

2.IL
2.LL

2.20

2.22

2.16

2.16

0.88

0.90

0.90

0.90

o.94

0.95

o.92

o.92

@
È



Pipe size
(m)

Table 5.9
comparison of the Experimental and Theoretical Burk

VeLocities of Rapeseeds

o.o44

Flow rate
(kg,/s)

Theoretical,.
Velocity, w

(n/s) m

0. 070

0.117

0.L44

0.180

o.446

0.131

0. 280

0.490

0.813

0.0635

Average
Doppler

Frequency
(Hz)

2.34

2.34

2.34

2.35

2.375

2.35

2.35

2.36

2. 36

Velocity
indicated
by tlre

Doppler_
r.adar, f

(m/s)

IO7.9

105. 6

105. 4

103.1

106.2

LO7.6

108. 0

105.5

103. 7

"/"'m

2.L7

2.L3

2.12

2. 08

2.I4

2.r7
2. 18

2.L3

2.O9

0.93

0. 91

0.91

0. 89

0. 90

o.92

0.93

0.90

0.89

@
(Jr
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Tables 5.8 and 5.9 Ìndicate that the th_eoretical yelocities are

higher than those ,*indicated by the Doppler radar. Thl.s is because tlre
effects of the frictional forces rrere neglected in estimating the
theoretical values. In the larger pipe (0.0635 m) r particles have

relativery less ch'ances of colliding with the pipe walls andrttrerefore,

the effects of frictional forces are not as pronounced as in the smarrer

Pipe (o.o44m).

5.3.8 Bistatic Configuration

Exlceriments in the bistatic configuration were performed with i-L: 
.: .,..,,.,

continuous flow of wheat. rf both the transmitter and receiver are 
.i :r

located at equal distances froûn the target and 0, ,Es equal to 0a; the
equations in the monostatic configuration can be,.applied to the bistatic

iconfiguration.

The experiments r¡rere -qFierformed with ..- viewing angles of 45o for
both the transmitter and receiver. Both the transmitter and. receiver .'

were located at distances of o.r m from the warls of the pipe, Typical l

recordings of the Doppler signals are shown in Fig. 5.1g.

The flow rate, measured by the direct weighing technique, i.;.:.:r .- . - ,,.,,,;:,,;r. 
.;,

' 
., 

''.' '.plotted versus the average Doppler frequency in Fig. 5.r9. The experi- 
.,r:,,:.,r:.

mental values of K in this case are: 0002g for the o.o44 m pipe and 0.054 
ì:::j:'::

:

for the 0.0635 m pipe- These values are approximatery the same as

obtained in the monostatic configuration (fa¡te S_7). This is under_
,-,i.-, ,¡: :_ 

_

standable, since the experimental conditions irr this case approximate 1,,,,.,,,,, ,,,.,,

the monostatic configuration (section 5.3.7)

venùfdeatdon of the FLou Rate Equation at Dífferent rtew¿rry AngLes: rn
general, the f'low rate equation in the bistatic configiuration can be 

:

written as : :.,:,:



Fig' 5' 18 Typical Recordings of the Doppler signal for continuous Flow of !{heat, in the Bistatic configuration
lFlow rate = o'r34 kg/s chart speed = o.op5 m/s sensitivity of the recorder = 20 mv/divcaín of the amplifj.er = IOOO V/+l

@
\t
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Fig. 5.19 Average Doppler Frequency vs Mass Flow Rate for !üheä.,Ë in theBistatic Configuration
' Itf," lines th¡oug-þ tlìe experimental points are the best fittingstraight lines from the línear teasl square fit.
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fu /("os0t + cosgr)
av

The experimental àr¡d' theoretical

frequency are shor¿n in Table 5.10- The

calculated as follows:

values of the average Doppler

theoretical values were

õ=aoF'' ro

arbitrary angle of
foõ

= ; frã (cosn/A +

the receiver

cos0 )T

89.

(s.26)

where, õ i= the average mass flow rate in kg/s, fU is the average
avDoppler frequency and other slzmbols have tlre same meaning as in Eq. (3.q.

Es. (5.26) was verified experimentally.for wheat. The viewing
angle of the transmitter l^ras maintained at 45o r v¡hile the viewing angle

of the receiver was varied from 3oo to 600. The frequency of the Doppler

signal obtained at viewing angles of 45o for both the transmitter and.

receiver wa-s used as reference. Typical recordings of, tlre Doppler

signal are shown in Fig. 5.2O.

For the viewing angles of 45" for both, the transmitter and

receiver, the average Doppler frequency can be written as

o-
DA

2fo
c

f_o4s

And.for any

f_
de

T

so that

f_
de

t
tunu

cos Tl/4

E8g-1r14,+ Eggo,
2cosTl/4

coçTf/  + cos0

d^
U

Thus

f_o+s 2cosï/4
(s.27)
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BRUSH INSTRUMENTS DIVISI

CLEVELAND, OHIO PRINTED

at High Bulk
Fis. 5L2O Doppler Signals for Continuous Flow of Vüheat,

Velocities in the Bistatic Configuration
tliewi¡g- q-+glg for b'oth the transmitter and receiver = 45oFlow rate = Q..gglzkffi,éQl
(a) oscillogram

lScale: Vertical = O. L V/ð,iv HorizontaL = 20 ms/div
Gain of the amplifier = 2OOj(b) Recordings from an Analog Frequency Meteï

[Sensitivity of thë recorder = +.øà Uz/aiv]
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Tabl-e 5. t0

Experimental and Ttreoretical values of the Average DopplerFrequencies in the Bistat:Lc confLguration at oiirerent
Viewing Angles of the Receiver

. ..:::.:..| ?

I

Receiver.
viewíng angle

(degrees)

Average Ðoppler frequency
(nz1

45

40

50

55

60

101.8

106.4

95.7

92.2

85. 5

106.0

97.2

92';2

86. 9
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Tahle 5'10 indicates Èhat the ex¡rerimentar- values of the average
Doppler frequencies are in good.agreernent with the tlreoretical varues.
ThÍs reads to the conclusion that the MDEF in the bÌstatÍc configuration
can be applied to monitor the frow ràtes of particurate solids.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCÜUSIONS

As a resur-t of this research, it seems possible to utirize

bhe':mù-ezor¿ävÉl'pEoppTe{gradàr9s to measure the average bulk velocity of :',.,,i,,',t,,,-:..- =- -_ :-..:' ILy Ur 
..-_::_.:.1

particulate solÌds flowing in pipes. ff the crossêsectional area of the

flow field and material density are known, the average bul-k velocity is
proportional to the mass flow rate. Thus, the ¡4DEF provides a contact- :.,;.....:.: :

less means of monitoring ,,-.the frow rate of particulate solids. l'.:::

i.-.t ,: .. ì...The frequency of the Doppler signal from síngle scattering particles :,:,,r,ì,:,;,r,

was found to be spread over a finite bandwidth. The mean frequency of
:the Doppler spectrum gives the accurate value of the velocity for a ,

given viewing angre. i

1

iThe bulk flow of particulate solids involves a problem of multiple 
l

.scattering. semi-random movements of particles in the flow field resultr 
j

in a complex waveform of the Dopprer signal. The signal had to be aver- 
|

l

aged over a certain period of time in order to exËract the desired in-
formatíon. An integration time of 5 seconds was found sufficient to

;.._.-.:.:
measure the average Doppler frequency for ,.,r- uniform bulk velocity of ¡,i,:,,;¡.:¡..,1

:, . : .: ... ,...

the material. :i.1:'.:-:.-:

',.,.,,,1,. ,,.'..

The effect of refraction at the boundary between air and material

has been analysed. The average Doppler frequency is a linear function of
the average bulk velocity and, therefore, the proportionality constant 

t.!,,;;:,:.:::.;:

between the two can besèÈÞibg determined experimentarly for a given r:::' : r: ::ì:

system.

Although hoth the rnonostatÍc and bistatic configuratÍôns of the

MDEF are possible, the monostatic configuration is more economical and
,:- :.:: ::'

easier to install and operate in industrial conditions. j',.-,.''',',',t,.
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fn the monostatic configuration, a viewíng angle of 45o was found

optimum¡ while the recommended distance between the antenna aperture and

flow fietd lies between w27À, ana 2w2/^.

The MDEF measures the average flow rate without obstructing or
disturbing the system conveying the test material. Low cost, simplicity
and very high reliability of modern solid st,ate Doppler t,ransceivers make

their application as industrial ftov¡meters very attractive from both :

technical and economic point of view.
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